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COMMON JUDG14ENT

IPER: S. S. SANDHU, MEMBER (A)l

These Appeals have been filed to challenge the

orders dated 08.05.2019 passed by the learned Adjudicating
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Officer (In short, the'AO) in the captioned complaints preferred

by Respondents/Allottees to seek refund of their amount with

interest and compensation,

2. Appellants and Respondents in these Appeals

will be referred as Promoters and Allottees respectively.

3. Considering the facts and circumstances that led

to filing of the complaints, identical reasoning assigned by the

AO in the impugned orders while deciding the complaints and

common arguments advanced by learned counsel for the

parties, these Appeals are being decided by this common order.

4. As per factual matrix of these Appeals, Allottees

booked respective flats in the project being executed by

Promoter at land CTS No. 335/1 of Village Valnai in Malad

(West), Mumbai. Allottees paid the requisite amounts for

booking the flats against which Promoters issued letters of

allotment (LOA) dated 10.04,2013 to Allottees in Appeals at Sr.

Nos. 1 and 2 whereas an MOU dated 10.05,2013 was executed

by Promoters with Allottee in Appeal at Sr. No. 3 above. As per

the terms in LOA/MOU Promoters undertook to commence

construction of project within 12 months from date of execution

of LOA/MOU failing which Promoters agreed to pay interest to

Allottees @18% from the expiry of 12 months till the

commencement of construction on the project.
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5. Alleging that Promoters failed to start the initial

development work of the sald project and to execute the formal

agreements for sale with them even after expiry of 5 years,

Allottees filed the above complaints seeking return of the

amount paid by them with interest and compensation. After

hearing the parties learned AO vide impugned orders dated

08.05.2019 allowed the Allottees to withdraw from the project

and consequentially directed Promoters to return amount paid

by Allottees with interest @ 10.750lo per annum from the date

of payment till final realisation. Promoters are further directed

to pay Rs. 20,000/- to each Allottee towards costs of

complaints. The said orders passed by the AO are assailed in

the present Appeals by Promoters.

6, Learned Counsel for Promoters argued that the

orders are erroneous, unlawful and unsustainable broadly for

the following reasons:

i) Provisions of Section 18 of Real Estate (Regulation and

Development) Act, 2016 (for short, the'RERA) are not

applicable as Allottees did not execute any agreement

for sale.

ii) No specific date of possession was mentioned in the

MOU/LOA executed with Allottees so as to claim any

delay in possession. The terms of LOA/MOU have not

been considered by the AO while passing the orders.

In fact, there was no any delay as date of completion

was declared as 19.10,2025 on MahaRERA portal while
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registering the project in 2017. Since there was no

delay in completion, the AO erroneously granted reliefs

as per complaints under Section 18 of RERA.

lii) Allottees are investors, who engaged in commercial

transaction and deserve no sympathy that is expected

to be extended to genuine home buyers under RERA.

iv) Allottees were aware that project being of slum

rehabilitation would take long time and they now

cannot claim reliefs for delay. Now construction of new

building is in full swing.

v) Impugned orders are invalid as the interim reliefs

sought by Allottees in their complaints are granted as

main reliefs.

vi) Without prejudice to above, if at all Allottees are to be

granted interest for delay in possession, it should be

granted after expiry of 54 months as per agreed date

of possession in the MOU executed with Allottee in

Appeal at Sr. No. 3.

7. Learned Counsel for Allottees countered the

arguments put fofth by Promoters by contending that:

i) Promoters did not admit that even after receiving more

than 700lo amount of the total consideration, they

failed to commence construction as agreed at the

time of booking,
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ii) Promoters do not have enough financial capability to

complete construction and to hide that failure to

execute agreement for sale is ascribed to Allottees for

causing delay in possession,

iii) Promoters made unilateral and substantial changes to

layout/plan of the project after five years without

consent of Allottees,

iv) It is erroneous to claim by Promoters that no date of

possession was agreed even though as per

aforementioned MOU executed on 10.05.2013,

possession was agreed to be handed over within 54

months from execution thereof. The AO has rightly

considered the same and passed the impugned orders

granting reliefs to Allottees as prayed for in their

complaints.

8. In view of the fact that the impugned orders

have been passed by the AO for granting reliefs of refund with

interest as prayed for in the complaints, parties were given

further opportunity to tender their submissions on the point

of jurisdiction of the AO in view of pronouncements by this

Tribunal on this specific issue. Learned Counsel for the parties

argued accordingly and made their respective submissions.

9. Learned Counsel for Promoters submitted that

as per Sections 71 and 72 of RERA the AO has jurisdiction only

to grant compensation and not refund and interest as held in
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the recent judgment dated 31.08.2020 by this Tribunal in the

case of Pankaj Kishore Agarwal and Anr, and connected

matter in Appea! Nos. AT006000000052542 and

AT006000000052543. He inter aliamade specific reference

to observations made in paras 30 and 33 of the said judgment

to contend that as held therein the AO does not have

jurisdiction to deal with the reliefs sought by Allottees in the

above complaints. He therefore prayed for setting aside the

impugned orders and remanding the matters for fresh

adjudication.

Learned Counsel for Allottees without prejudice

to the impugned orders submitted that they never approached

to the AO on their own and their complaints were referred to

the AO at the MahaRERA level. He fairly submitted that if the

Tribunal decides to remand the matters, their disposal after

remand be made time-bound.

10, Considered submissions of the parties, perused

the impugned orders and other documents on record, As per

Section 31(1) an aggrieved person may file complaint with the

Authority or the AO, as the case may be, AO is appointed

under Section 71 and 72. In the past a question arose for

consideration of this Tribunal regarding jurisdiction of the

Authority vis-a-vis the AO for deciding grant of refund with

interest. Full Bench of this Tribunal examined the issue in its

entirety in the case of Sanvo Resorts P\rt. Ltd. Vs. Ranveer

Sharma in Appeal No. AT006000000010751.In para 13
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of the order dated 19.07.2019 passed therein, the Tribunal

observed as under:

'13. Coming to the challenge raised by Promoter to
the jurisdiction of the Authority U/Sec., 18 it is quite evident
from the opening wording of Section 71 of the Act that the
very appointment of the Adjudicating Ofticer is for the
purpose of adjudging 'compensation' under Sections 12, 14,

18 & 19 of the Act. This signifies that Adjudicating Officer is

to adjudicate the element of compensation and while doing

so he shall have due regard to various factors enumerated

under Sec. 72 of the Act such as amount of dispropottionate
gain or unfair advantage, amount of loss etc. However, it may

be seen that no such appreciation of any such factors or
reasons is required or provided U/Sec. 18 of the Act for
refund of the paid amount with interest......'

14......

15. Considering the abovq the Adjudicating Ol'ficer U/Sec. 71

of the Act primarily has jurisdidion to decide the case where

adjudication is required for awarding compensation and/or
where interest being sought qua compensation falls under

the sway of compensation. Where the refund of the paid

amount is sought along with interest simpliciter and not by
way of compensation per se, the Authority has necessary
jurisdiction to deal with such claims U/Sec. 18 of the

Act........."

11. Having held as above, this Tribunal in the case

of Mohit Melwani Vs AA Estates Pvt. Ltd. (Appeal No.

AT006000000010873) further held that in a case where

refund with interest and compensation is sought, the Authority

is not required to send the complaint to the AO for adjudging

compensation in case no breach as alleged is found by the

Authority for granting relief of refund and interest itself,
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L2. In a recent judgment in the case of Pankaj

Agarwal (supra), thls Tribunal had occasion to deal with the

issue of jurisdiction of the AO vis-d-vis for granting refund and

interest at greater length. After detailed examination of

provisions of RERA, the Tribunal has held that the AO is

appointed under Section 7L and72 for the purpose of granting

compensation only and does not have jurisdiction to decide any

other issues for which jurisdiction is solely vested with the

AuthoritY.

13. The view taken as above by this Tribunal in the

aforesaid cases is also supported by a recent order dated

16.10.2020 passed by the Hon'ble Punjab Haryana High Court

in CWP No. 38144 of 2018 and other connected matters'

For gauging the legal position held therein on this specific issue,

relevant extracts from the said order are reproduced as under:

"60. On a collective reading of Sections 71 and 72 of
the Act, the tegislative intent becomes explicit. This is to limit

the scope of the adjudicatory powers of the AO to determining

compensation or interest in the event of violation of Sedions

12, 14, 1B and 19 of the Act. To recapitulate, the question of
compensation arises only in relation to the failure of the

promoter to discharge his obligations. Therefore, in a
complaint for compensation or interest in terms of Sedion 71

of the Act, the complainant would be the allottee and the

Respondent would be the promoter. However, the powers of
the Authority to inquire into complaints are wider in scope' As

is plain from Section 31 of the Act, a complaint before the

Authority can be against "any promoter/allottee, real estate
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agent as the case may be." It is, therefore, not correct to
equate the adjudicatory powers of the Authority with that of
the AO as they operate in different spheres. Even vis-d-vis the
promoter, complaints seeking reliefs other than compensation

or interest in terms of Section 71 read with Section 72 of the
Act, the powers of adjudication are vested only with the

Authority and not with the AO. The submission that since

disputes under the Act would involve determining if the

clauses of an agreement of sale have been complied with by
either party and that such a 'lis'can be adjudged only by the
AO, is also not acceptable. There is no reason why the
Authority cannot examine such a question if it were to arise

for determination in a cornplaint before it. In any event the

Authorityb decisions are amenable to judicial review in two
further appeals, once by- the Appellate.. Tribunal and,

thereafter, by the High Court.

61. Consequently, the plea of the Petitioners that the power

and scope of the functions of the Authority are limited to
determining penalty or interest under Section 38 of the Ad is
rqected as it overlooks the wide range of powers of the

Authority on a collective reading of Sedions 31, 34 (f),
Sedions 35, 36 and 37. In fact, the power to issue interim

orders under Section 36 of the Act and the power to issue

diredions under Sedion 37 of the Act are not made available

to the AO under Section 71 of the Ad.

62.....

63. Although, the Ad does use distinct expressions like
'refundi'interesti'penalty' and'compensationi a colledive
reading of the provisions makes it apparent that when it
comes to refund of the amount, and interest on the refund
amount, or directing payment of interest for delayed delivery
of possession, or penalty and interest thereon, it is the
Authority which has the power to examine and determine the
outcome of a complaint. This Court finds merit in the
contention on behalf of the Respondents that the expression

'interest'as used in Section 18 of the Act is a pre-determined

rate, as may be fixed by the government and is distinct from
the interest by way of compensation that has to be computed
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by the AO in terms of Section 71 (3) keeping in view the

factors outlined in Section 72 of the Act. When it comes to the

question of seeking the relief of compensation or interest by
way of compensation, the AO alone has the power to
determine it on a collective reading of Sections 71 and 72 of
the Ad.

64. The submission on behalf of the Petitioners that the word

'quantum'is not used in Section 71 of the Act and, therefore,

the AO has the powers beyond adjudging compensation, is

again based on an improper understanding of the scope of
those powers. If Sections 71 and 72 of the Act are read

together, it is plain that the AO has to adjudge the'quantum
of compensation'.

65.....

66. It was repeatedly urged by the counsel for the Petitioners

that the Authority and the AO can come to different

conclusions on the same question, viz., whether there has

been a violation of provisions of Sections 12, 14, 1B and 19 of
the Act by the promoter. This again appears to the Court to

be based on an effoneous understanding of the scheme of the

Act. If a complainant is seeking only compensation or interest

by way of compensation simpliciter with no other reliet then

obviously the complainant would straightway file a complaint

before the AO. The complaint will be filed in form CAO and

will be referrab/e to Rule 29 of the Haryana Rules. The AO in

such instance would proceed to determine whether there is a

violation of Sections 12, 14, lB and 19 of the Act. Therefore,

the question of any inconsistent order being passed by the
Authority in such instance would not arise.

67. The second scenario is that a single complaint is filed
seeking a combination of reliefs with one of the reliefs being

,^".!{-9r- 9901p?!-s-2!!e-!"9,19-P-ev!!9!!*pI-i1!,gts-:!,-!l--s.u-c,!.
instance, the complaint will tirst be examined by the Authority
which will determine if there is a violation of the provisions of
the Act. If such complaint is by the allottee and against the
promoter and if the Authority comes to an affirmative
conclusion regarding the violations it will then, for the limited
purpose of adjudging the quantum of compensation or
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interest by way of compenfrtion, refer the complaint for that
limited purpose to the AO. Wth the Authority already having

found in favour of the complainant as regards violation by the

promoter of Sections 12, 14, 18 and 19 of the Ad, clearly the

AO wi// not further examine that question. The AO will only
proceed to determine the quantum of compensation or

interest keeping in view the factors outlined in Sedion 72 of
the Act. In other words, the AO will act on the finding of the

Authority on the question of violation of those provisions and

not undertake a fresh exercise in that regard. This way the

powers of the Authority under Section 31 read with Sections

35 to 37 of the Act will not overlap the fundions of the AO

under Section 71 of the Act. Both sets of provisions are,

thereforg capable of being harmonized."

L4. Considering the legal position discussed and

held as above, the orders passed by the AO with regard to

subject matters involved in the present complaints are

obviously without jurisdiction as per provisions of RERA. It is

a fundamental principle well established that an order passed

by a forum having no jurisdiction is a nullity. An objection to

its validity can be raised at any time even in appeal

proceedings. The mere fact that no objection was raised

before the AO would not by itself bestow jurisdiction to the

AO. For the reasons assigned hereinbefore, the impugned

orders passed by the AO are liable to be quashed being a

nullity for lack of jurisdiction of subject matter. In view

thereof, it is appropriate that the complaints in question are

remanded back to the Authority to be decided in accordance

with law as held hereinabove.
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[PER : SUMANT KOLHE, MEMBER (J)I

15, Legality, correctness and propriety of impugned

order is challenged in these Appeals.

16. Impugned order pertains to refund with interest as

Allottees are permitted to withdraw from the project,

t7.

Officer.

Order under challenge is passed by Adjudicating

18. Whether Adjudicating Officer is having jurisdiction

over subject matter of the dispute is the substantial issue

involved in these Appeals.

19. Counsel for both the sides initially argued the matter

on various grounds.

20. Principle of natural justice is followed by asking both

parties to argue on the point of jurisdiction of Adjudicating

Officer to pass order of refund with interest. Counsel for both

sides were re-heard. They have not seriously contested issue

of jurisdiction and they have shown inclination of fresh hearing

of Complaints by remanding the matter to MahaRERA.

21. In some matters, order of refund with interest are

passed by Chairperson or member of MahaRERA and in some

13
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matters including present Appeals, order of refund with interest

are passed by Adjudicating Officer.

22. lurisdiction of Chairperson or member of MahaRERA

in passing order of refund with interest was challenged in some

Appeals and Tribunal rejected such challenge by holding that

Chairperson or Member of Tribunal is having jurisdiction to pass

order of refund with interest.

23. In Appeal No. AT006000000000159 Manoj

Vatovat V/s. Sea Princess Realty & Ors. decided on

14th February, 2OL9, Bench of Tribunal observed as under.

The learned Advocate for the Promoter has raised objection

about jurisdiction of Chairperson of MahaRERA Authority in

passing the impugned order in the Complaints of Allottees.

According to him Chairperson is not judicial Officer and the

Complaints filed by the Allottees ought to have been decided

by Adjudicating Officer who is retired District Judge as per the

provisions laid down under Section 31 and 71 of RERA Act,

2016. It cannot be ignored that the impugned order passed

by Chairperson of MahaRERA Authority was further challenged

in Appeal before MahaRERA Appellate Tribunal by Promoters

as well as Allottees. Admittedly, Appeals filed by Promoters

are dismissed whereas Appeals filed by Allottees were allowed.

Being dis-satisfied with the decision of MahaRERA Appellate

Tribunal, Promoters preferred second Appeal before Hon'ble

Bombay High Court. Second Appeal was dismissed.

1,4
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After considering Section 12, L4, 18 and 19 of RERA

Act, 2016 read together with Section 31 and Section 71 as well

as Section 72 of RERA Act, 2016, it is revealed that the

Adjudicating Officer who is retired District Judge is entrusted

with the jurisdiction to decide the point of dispute of

compensation between Promoter and Allottee under the

provisions of RERA Act, 2016. So, except the determination of

compensation, MahaRERA Authority including Chairperson and

Members are having jurisdiction over all other types of disputes

between Promoter and Allottee as per the provisions of RERA

Act, 2016.

24. On this backdrop, following points arise for my

determination.

15
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Thereafter, Promoter filed Revlew Petition before the Hon'ble

Bombay High Court Review Petition was also dismissed. Copy

of order of the Hon'ble Bombay High Court dismissing the

Review Petition clearly shows that issue about jurisdiction of

Chairperson of MahaRERA Authority in deciding the original

complainants was raised and argued. However, a Review

Petition was dismissed after considering the above mentioned

objection regarding jurisdiction also. The objection which is

raised before the Hon'ble Bombay High Court, now cannot be

raised in execution proceedings before MahaRERA Tribunal.

POINTS
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i) Whether Adjudicating Officer lacks

inherent jurisdiction to adjudicate dispute

of refund with interest ?

il) Whether impugned order sustainable

under law ?

iii) What order ?

25. My findings for reasons stated below are as under.

FINDINGS

i) Affirmative

ii) Negative

iii) Allowed and complaints are remanded

back to MahaRERA,

REASONS

26. Impugned order is not sustainable in law because it

is passed by Adjudicating Officer, who lacks inherent jurisdiction

to adjudicate the lssue of refund with interest.

As stated in above para 23, this Tribunal held in

Appeal No. AT006000000000159 Manoj Vatovat V/s.

Sea Princess Realty & Ors. decided on 14th February

2019, that Adjudicatlng Officer who is retired District Judge is

entrusted with the jurisdiction to decide the point of dispute of

compensation between Promoter and Allottee under RERA and

except determination of compensation MahaRERA Authority

including Chairperson & Members are having jurisdiction over

16
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all types of disputes between Promoter and Allottee as per

provisions of RERA.

Similarly, Tribunal has taken the same view in

following Appeals.

i) Sanvo Resorts PTrt Ltd, V/s. Ranveer Sharma &
Anr. Appeal llo, 4TOO6OOOO0OO7O757 decided on 79
Juln 2079

Full Bench of thls Tribunal has held that only the claim of

compensation/ interest i.e. being sought as compensation is to

be adjudicated by Adjudicating Officer. In this appeal the issue

for consideration before Appellate Tribunal, was as to whether

the Authority lacks jurisdiction to decide the claim of Allottee

for refund of money with interest under Section 18 of RERA and

for the reasons recorded in the said judgment, this Appellate

Tribunal answered the above issue in negative.

ii) Mohit Melwani V/s. A.A. Estate PW. Ltd. Appeal No.
AT00600000007O873 decided on 08, 7 7,2079

In this matter the claim for refund of amount with interest and

compensation was made and the matter was not referred to

Adjudicating Officer. In fact, it was decided by Authority.

Authority rejected the complaint of the Allottee for refund with

interest and compensatlon. Authority rejected the claim for

refund with interest. Consequently, claim for compensation

was not referred to Adjudicating Officer. Once, entitlement for

refund with interest is not proved before Authority, the issue of

determination of compensation does not survive. In appeal,

objection was raised on the point of jurisdiction of the Authority

1,7
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to decide such claim for refund with interest and compensation.

This Appellate Tribunal has concluded that the claim for refund

with interest falls within jurisdiction of the Authority and only

the claim for compensation, if required to be awarded and

quantified, falls within the jurisdiction of Adjudicating Officer.

iii) Pankaj Agarwal V/s, Real Gem Buildtech, Appeal

No. AT006000000052542 decided on tgh
September,202O

This Trlbunal has again concluded that Adjudicating Offlcer is

having jurisdiction to adjudicate only the compensation under

Section !2, L4,18 and 19 of RERA. It is further held by this

Tribunal that jurisdiction to decide the dispute of refund with

interest is with Authority and not with Adjudicating Officer.

Once Adjudicating Officer is having limited jurisdiction over

flJbject fi atter- .for - corn pensation-only,.asr per- Sectircn.JJ-of

RERA, Adjudicating Officer lacks inherent jurisdiction to decide

any other dispute except the compensation under Section 12,

14, 18 and 19 of RERA,

We have latest decision of the Hon'ble Punjab and Haryana High

Court on this point.

Honble Panjab & Haryana High Court has passed order

in CWP No. 38744 of 2078 Experion Development M,
Ltd. V/s. State of Haryana & Others and connected

matters on 7Gh October, 2020 on the following points.

a, Constitutional validlty of the proviso of Section

a3(5) of RERA and consequently the orders passed

by Appellate Tribunal rejecting the prayer for

18
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waiver of the pre-deposit for entertaining the
Appeal.

b) Scope and jurisdiction of Authority and Adjudicating
Officer in relation to Complaints under RERA.

Q Applicability of RERA retroactively to "ongoing
projects".

d/ Challenge to Rule 28 & 29 of Haryana Rules as well

as to form CRA and CAO as amended on 12th

September, 2019 as being ultra vires.

Above referred point no. (b) is on the issue involved

in the Appeals before me,

At the outset, I would like to point that we are guided

by the Hon'ble Apex Court in following case-law as far as

applicability and bindingness of above mentioned decision of

the Hon'ble Punjab and Haryana High Court is concerned.

fn M. B. Venkatesh V/s. IT4 2078 SCC online ITAT 979,

Following observations are made.

The Gujrat High Court is not a jurisdictional High Court.

However, the findings recorded by the Gujarat High Court have

persuasive value to decide the case before this Tribunal.

Whereas, the judgment of Madras High Couft which is a

jurisdictional High Court, is binding on thisTribunal. Therefore,

this Tribunal is expected to follow the binding judgment of the

Madras High Court rather than the Judgment of the Gujrat High

Court which has persuasive value,

19
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The Hon'ble Bombay High Court is the jurisdictional

High Court for this Appellate Tribunal. Thus, decision of the

Hon'ble Punjab and Haryana wlll be having persuasive value to

decide the case before this Tribunal.

Any order passed without jurisdiction over subject

matter or order passed by forum lacking inherent jurisdiction is

nullity and ab initio void. Order challenged in this appeal

pertains to rejection of complaint for refund with interest and

passed by Adjudicating Officer who is having no jurisdiction

over the subject matter of the dispute,

In view of above discussion impugned order passed

by Adjudicating Officer is not sustainable under the law as

Adjudicating Officer lacks inherent jurisdiction to pass such

order of refund with interest.

27. For the reasons stated, above Appeals are partly

allowed and impugned order is set-aside and matters are

remanded back to MahaRERA, Authority for allotting the same

to such adjudlcating mechanism established under RERA having

jurisdiction to decide the dispute of refund with interest,

28, In the result, we pass the following order.

COMMON ORDER

i) Appeal Nos. 4T006000000031611, 4T006000000031612

and 4T006000000031613 in complaint Nos.

20
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CC0060000000ss134, CC006000000055215 and

CC006000000 055227 respectively a re pa rtly a I lowed.

ii) Impugned orders dated 08.05.2019 in these Appeals

passed by the AO are set aside.

iii) Complaint Nos. CC006000000055134,

CC006000000055215 and CC006000000055227 are

remanded back to the Authority to be decided afresh as

per legal position held in this judgment. All contentions of

the parties are kept open.

iv) Pafties to appear before the Authority on 01.12.2020. The

Authority to expedite and decide the matters finally in a

time bound manner preferably within 3 months from the

date of first appearance of the parties.

v) Parties to bear their own costs.

vi) Copy of this order be sent to the Authority and respective

parties as per provisions of Section 44(4) of RERA.

(suM T KOLHE)s. s. SAND(
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